COMMISSIONER WILHELM: The last piece of this packet is the last one, two -- last six pieces, beginning with the typed page headed, "Technology and the future of gambling." This is really just a -- the structural thing that we already passed. The suggestion is that it leads from the technology chapter, all of this stuff, that it relocates certain paragraphs to certain chapters. I have to admit that Eric and I ran out of gas, that we didn’t suggest where to relocate them.

And I would also point out finally that on the next to last page of the packet -- I’m sorry, the third to last page in the packet, one of the things that we suggested to relocate is a section from "Technology and the Future of Gambling" draft page 16, entitled "VLTs and the Pari-mutuel Industry." We didn’t try to re-write this paragraph, but it also has this confusion about the terminology of VLT. So, I just thought I’d mention that. So, the only thing to act on is the -- of the structural thing, merely to point out that something has to happen with these remaining sections.

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: And you have no recommendations as to where they should go? I have a couple.

COMMISSIONER LANNI: John, in that last section, if you replace VLTs with EGDs, does that work?

COMMISSIONER WILHELM: That works, I believe. Yes. I think it does. And that’s just a question of where to put it.

COMMISSIONER LEONE: Maybe this is --

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: Can I ask you to take a look at that tonight and make a suggestion tomorrow morning as to where you would relocate those remaining paragraphs?

COMMISSIONER LEONE: Can’t really -- I’d rather do
CHAIRPERSON JAMES: That’s right.

COMMISSIONER LANNI: I think just for formality, we need an amendment to your proposal here. I’d like to amend that section on page 16 of the report referred to as "VLT and the Pari-mutuel Industry", that wherever there’s a reference to VLTs that they be replaced with EGDs.

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: Is there a second?

COMMISSIONER LEONE: Second.

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: All in favor?

Any opposed?

Any abstentions?

COMMISSIONER LANNI: Move for the --

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: I think that was sort of by acclamation. We already -- we can vote again. That’s all right. Would you like -- do you move that?

Question?

All in favor?

Any opposed?

COMMISSIONER WILHELM: I would just point out for the comfort, some small degree of comfort, that having dealt with that packet there’s a whole bunch of stuff in the chapter that we now have to address, that it’s therefore already double.

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: That’s a good point. With that, then, let’s turn to chapter one, "The Overview."

COMMISSIONER LOESCHER: Just for the sake of formulating that, the executive summary will be looked at some other time?

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: Yeah. I said first thing this morning that we would do the executive summary at the end, because
what we do with each of these chapters will then shape what that
executive summary looks like.

COMMISSIONER WILHELM: I might also add procedurally,
okay, and I apologize for this.

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: That’s okay.

COMMISSIONER WILHELM: When -- when Dr. Kelly asked
Eric and I last night for copies of the changes that we wish to
submit, that I wish to submit, we had a minor misunderstanding.
We only gave him the changes for the chapters that are on today’s
agenda. We do have some additional changes that are on chapters
tomorrow. In particular, the executive summary. So, we’ll give
you those today, and I apologize for not having distributed them.

COMMISSIONER BIBLE: For the record, I have been saying
they’ll be distributed by the end of today’s session.

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: That would be good. I think our
time tomorrow would be much more productive if we could have all
of those in tonight, copied, and to the Commissioners, and then
things should go --

COMMISSIONER BIBLE: I apologize.

CHAIRPERSON JAMES: Oh, that’s all right.

Okay. First one -- I would ask Commissioners to please
identify yours as they come up, because with the cover memos
having been removed, we have no way of knowing where they came
from. The first one up is on page five, paragraph three, last
line. Who’s change is that?